This historic landmark adobe oasis built in the 1920’s
sits in a strategic location in the Camelback Corridor and Arcadia area of Phoenix.

Once positioned as date palm and citrus estate, this quiet, luxurious Desert jewel sits on an oversized parcel and is
located near sought after restaurants, shopping, full-service spas, sporting events and freeway systems. This magniﬁcent
landmark has been carefully preserved to maintain the integrity of this time period property and updated to serve
today’s modern lifestyle. Courtyards, patios, fountains, classic oversized heated pool, and casitas adorn the residence,
affording opportunities for both solitude and gracious entertaining.
This property has endless capabilities to be used for corporate
events, small weddings, reunions, or simply leasing the estate for
a quiet, secluded stay in the Valley of the Sun.
Territorial architecture
Five ﬁreplaces
10 Bedrooms, 10.5 Baths
Main residence with all amenities desired and an
oversized Master Suite and Guest Bedroom,
approximately 5000 sq. ft.
■ Four Casitas:
Montecito Residence 2,000 sq. ft.
LaPaz Suite 1,100 sq. ft.
La Marina Unit 1,970 sq. ft.
La Casita 1,096 sq. ft.
■ All measurements are approximate.
■ One Guest Suite with approximately 375 sq. ft.
■ Property is completely enclosed by high adobe wall with
double hand-forged iron gates.
■ The grounds have numerous courtyards, patios, ramadas,
an aviary, three fountains, 28-palm trees and a variety of
citrus and fruit trees including date, lime, lemon, Valencia
orange, tangerine, tangelo, blood orange and grapefruit.
■ Heated Pool measures 15’ X 60’
■
■
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Five ﬁreplaces
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Main residence with all amenities desired and an
oversized Master Suite and Guest Bedroom,
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Property is completely enclosed by high adobe wall with
double hand-forged iron gates.
The grounds have numerous courtyards, patios, ramadas,
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